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Given a set of input/output (I/O) data, Kriging 20 fits a metamodel (also called response surface, 21 emulator, auxiliary model, etc.). Kriging is an 22 interpolation method; that is, at the observed I/O 23 values its predictions are exactly equal to the ob-24 served output values. However, classic least 25 squares (LS)--used in regression--typically fits a 26 low-degree polynomial, which results in non-zero 27 fitting errors (or residuals) such that the sum of 28 these squared errors is minimized. 29 Originally, the South African mining engineer 30 D.G. Krige modeled real world I/O data to predict 31 gold quantities; see Cressie (1993) . Later on, Kri-32 ging was applied to deterministic simulation I/O 33 data (modeling the performance of computer 34 chips, cars, etc.); see Sacks et al. (1989) . More re-35 cently, the application of Kriging to random sim-36 ulation (for queuing problems, etc.) was proposed 37 by Barton (1994) , and was investigated in detail by 38 Van Beers and Kleijnen (in press ). The latter au-39 thors suggested that it may be better to replace 40 classic Ordinary Kriging by their novel method
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41 called Detrended Kriging, which corrects or 42 'detrends' the original output data through an 43 estimated signal function (see b S ðsÞ below). How-44 ever, both Ordinary and Detrended Kriging as-45 sume that the outputs have constant variances.
46
In practice, this constant variance assumption is 47 often completely unrealistic. For example, the so-48 called M/M/1 queue is an important building 49 block in discrete-event simulation; see Law and 50 Kelton (2000) . For the M/M/1, Cohen (1969) 51 proves analytically that the steady-state waiting 52 time (say) Z for a traffic load s with 0 < s < 1 has 53 mean
55 and variance
57 so this variance is definitely not constant when 58 the traffic load changes. Therefore we now inves-59 tigate the consequences of variance heterogeneity 60 when applying Kriging to the I/O of random 61 simulation. 62 Whereas linear-regression analysis of low-order 63 polynomial metamodels has been applied exten-64 sively in discrete-event simulation (such as queue-65 ing simulation), Kriging has hardly been applied to 66 random simulation.
67
The main conclusion of our (limited) experi-68 ments will be that Ordinary Kriging seems a robust 69 interpolation method; that is, it predicts better 70 than its competitors do. 71
The remainder of this paper is organized 72 as follows. Section 2 summarizes the basics of 73 Kriging. Section 3 discusses solutions for the 74 problems of non-constant and exploding variances 75 in random simulation. Section 4 proposes a novel 76 Kriging method, which estimates a non-constant 77 signal function and the non-constant variances. 78 Section 5 presents numerical examples, which 79 suggest that Ordinary Kriging is a robust predic-80 tion method whereas the novel Kriging method 81 is better only in utopian situations. Section 6 82 gives conclusions and proposes future research 83 topics. 
109 To select the weights k i in (4), Kriging minimizes 110 the mean-squared prediction error. The technique 111 uses the variogram, defined as 2cðhÞ ¼ var½Zðs þ 112 hÞ À ZðsÞ, see Fig. 1 discussed below. The optimal 113 weights turn out to be
115 where c denotes the vector ðcðs 0 À s 1 Þ; . . . ; c 116 ðs 0 À s n ÞÞ 0 , C denotes the n Â n matrix whose 117 ði; jÞth element is cðs i À s j Þ, and 1 denotes a vector 118 of ones; also see Cressie (1993, p. 122) . Note that 119 the weights k i in (5) vary with the prediction point, 120 whereas polynomial regression metamodels use the 121 same estimated metamodel for all these points.
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122 3. Random simulation with heterogeneous variances
123
In this paper, we allow heterogeneous vari-124 ances; hence, the Kriging assumption of a sta-125 tionary covariance process does not hold. 126 Therefore, we do not expect a smooth variogram. 127 Furthermore, Van Beers and Kleijnen (in press) 128 found that the intercept of the fitted linear vario-129 gram estimates the so-called nugget effect. The 130 term 'nugget' originated in the Kriging of gold 131 mining data: when going back to the 'same' spot 132 (lag h # 0; see the text above Eq. (4)), a completely 133 different output--namely, a gold nugget--may be 134 observed. In general, Kriging interprets a nugget 135 effect as an estimate of noise; for example, mea-136 surement noise in geostatistics. Random simula-137 tion models produce noisy data--by definition. In 138 this paper we shall investigate whether the inter-139 cept of the variogram still estimates a nugget effect 140 in case of heterogeneous variances. 141
Moreover, in simulation the variance may be so 142 large that simulation is actually impractical: as the 143 traffic load approaches the value one, the variance 144 explodes--as the M/M/1 illustrates; see (2). There-145 fore Cheng and Kleijnen (1999) recommend that 146 (i) in such a situation we should simulate a load 147 much lower than one, and extrapolate; 148 (ii) the higher the simulated load is, the larger the 149 number of replicated simulation runs should be. 
Besides avoiding variance explosion, we may 182 reduce the magnitudes of the remaining variances 183 through increasing the number of replicates (say) 184 m--whenever the noise of a single replicate is too 185 big. We denote the number of identically and 186 independently distributed (IID) replicates for in-187 put value s by mðsÞ. Then one option is to select 188 these mðsÞ such that the variances of the average 189 responses become a constant (say) r 2 :
191 see Kleijnen and van Groenendaal (1995) . 192 Note: In steady-state simulation--as opposed 193 to terminating simulation--we may make a single 194 long run and partition that run into subruns that 195 play the role of replicates; see Law and Kelton 196 (2000) . 197 In practice, however, the experimental design 198 implied by (6) may be impractical (see Kleijnen 199 and van Groenendaal, 1995 
263
Note that '(i) Ordinary Kriging' does use the m 264 replications, but not the Studentization in (10). 265 Note further that we also study '(iii) perfect detr-266 ending', even though this is a utopian situation: in 267 practice, this detrending function is unknown; 268 otherwise simulation would not be used. This 269 function, however, gives the minimum prediction 270 error; furthermore, it helps us to verify the cor-271 rectness of our computer program. 272
We examine four variance heterogeneity cases; 273 we select the coefficients such that rðsÞ in the cases 274 I-III have a mean value of one for s in the interval 275 0 < s < 1: 276 I rðsÞ ¼ 1 (constant standard deviation), 277 II rðsÞ ¼ 1=2 þ s (linearly increasing standard 278 deviation), 279 III rðsÞ ¼ 1=4 þ 1=2s þ 3=2s 2 (parabola), 280 IV rðsÞ ¼ ðsð2 À sÞÞ 1=2 =ð1 À sÞ (hyperbola; see 281 M/M/1).
282
To generate the noise in (3), we first generate 283 standard normal variables (say) x through the 284 Matlab function 'randn'; then gðsÞ ¼ x Â rðsÞ 285 where rðsÞ is quantified by the cases I-IV. 286
To estimate this noise, we experiment with 287 various replication numbers mðsÞ. We assume con-288 stant replication numbers: mðsÞ ¼ m. We vary this 289 m between its minimum--namely, m ¼ 2--and its 290 maximum--namely m ¼ 1 (known variances). 291 We also examine m ¼ 25 and 100. When we con-292 sider known variances, we compute Zðs i Þ from 293 only 100 replicates. 294 We take 21 'old' observation points 295 s 2 f0:01; 0:05; 0:10; . . . ; 0:95; 0:99g, as mentioned 296 in Section 1. 297 We evaluate the Kriging models (i)- (v) 
4 þ 1:11s 3 À 6:845s 2 þ 14:107s þ 2 with 0 6 s 6 10:
342 We again take 21 observation points, now spread 343 over the experimental domain as follows: 344 s 2 f0; 0:5; 1; . . . ; 9:5; 10g. We again estimate the 345 Kriging models (i)-(v). The first two models rep-346 resent different degrees of underfitting, whereas 347 model (iv) represents overfitting. We evaluate these 348 five alternative models at the test set 349 s k 2 f0:95; 1:85; 2:75; . . . ; 9:05g. We present our 350 results for a heterogeneity case similar to II--351 namely rðsÞ ¼ 0:5 þ 0:1s--in Table 2.  352  From Tables 1 and 2 , we conclude that Ordin-353 ary Kriging is a robust method; polynomial 354 regression analysis gives the worst prediction re-355 sults.. 356
Finally, we examine the nugget effect. It is well 357 known that in case of a known and constant var-358 iance r 2 , the intercept of the variogram estimates 359 this r 2 ; also see Section 3. Now we conjecture that 360 the Studentized observations e Z ðsÞ in (10) behave 361 like white noise, so that the intercept estimates the 362 variance of Student's t mÀ1 namely r 2 ¼ m=ðm À 2Þ 363 where m denotes the number of simulation repli-364 cates per input value. Therefore we formulate the 365 following null-hypothesis: 
